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EXECUTIVE SU}44ARY

The Newport Axry Ammunition Plant (Newport

IAP)is a government-owned,

contractor-operated installation under the Ariy' s Armament, Munitions and
Chemical Ccmianrd (A4CCOM)).

The plant is situated on a 6,990-acre site near

the Wabash River, about two miles south of Newport, Indiana, and thirty-two
miles north of Terre Haute.

Constructed in 1942-1943, Newpoit AAP (then

called the Wabash River Ordnance Works) was the first large-scale American
plant to manufacture the military high explosive RDX and related compounds.
Facilities for the production of heavy water were added in 1943-1944.

Laid away in 1946, Newport AAP was rehabilitated and reactivated in 1951 to
produce RDX for the Korean War; the Heavy Water Plant resumed production in
1952.

Both activities were suspended, and the plant laid away, in 1957.

"In 1959 the Army constructed a facility at Newport AAP for the manufacture
of Chemical Agent VX, a nerve agent.

Part of the Heavy Water Plant was

used in the new facility, and the rest was demolished.

Manufacture of

Agent VX began in 1961 and ended in 1968, when the production facility was
placed in standby status.
1969.

Filling and shipping operations continued until

Five lines for the continuous production of TNT were built between

1968 and 1973; all were laid away in 1975.
Area,

Except for a part of the Acid

the RDX facilities were demolished in the late 1970s.

Newport AAP currently camprises 339 buildings, 175 of which date fran the
original construction period.

Because of the plant's chancing functions

and the demolition of obsolete facilities, no World War II-era production
lines remain intact.

There are no Category I,

II,

or III historic

properties at Newport AAP.
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PREFACE

This report presents the results of an historic properties survey of the
Newport Army Amuinition Plant (Newport AAP).

Prepared for the United

States Army Materiel Development and Readiness Ccnrand (DARCCM),

the report

is intended to assist the Army in bringing this inbtallation into
canpliance with the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and its
amendments, and related federal laws and regulations.

To this end, the

report focuses on the identification, evaluation, documentation, namination, and preservation of historic properties at the Newport AAP.

Chiapter

1 sets forth the survey's scope and methodology; Chapter 2 presents an
architectural, historical, and technological overview of the installation
and its properties; and Chapter 3 identifies significant properties by Pxmy
category and sets forth preservation recam*endations.

Illustrations and an

annotated bibliography supplement the text..

This report is part of a program initiated through a memorandum of
agreement between the National Park Service, Department of the Interior,
and the U.S. Department of the Army.
installations and has two canponents:

The program covers 74 DARCCM
1) a survey of historic properties

(districts, buildings, structures, and objects), and 2) the developnent of
archaeological overviews.

Stanley H. Fried, Chief, Peal Estate Branch of

Headquarters DARXIM, directed the program for the Army, and Dr. Robert J.
Kapsch, Chief of the Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American
Engineering Record (HABS/HAER) directed the program for the National Park
Service.
d

P1

Sally Kress Tarpkins %s program manager, and Robie S. Lange ws

project manager for the hListoric properties survey.

Technical assistance

was provided by Donald C. Jackson.

Building Technology Incorporated acted as primary contractor to HABS/HAER
for the historic properties survey.
principal-in-charge and Dr
consultant.

-

William A. Brenner %se BTI's

Larry D. Lankton was the chief technical

Major subcontractors were the MacDonald and Mack Partnership

and Jeffrey A. Hess.

The author of this report ws Robert Ferguson.

The

author gratefully ackrxledges the help of Captain Craig A. M:,rehead, Plant
Commander; William Walters and Jerry Kovarik of the government staff; and
David Rader, Mary Aycock, Bernard Kavanaugh, Charles Phillips, and Grady
Sockwell of Un coyal, Incorporated.
r.

The complete HABS/'HAM documuentation for this installation will be included
in the HABS/HAER collections at the Library of Congress, Prints and
Photographs Division, under the designation HAM No. IN-53.

%'2
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Ciapter 1

SCOPE

This report is based on an historic properties survey conducted in January
1984 of all Anrm-owned properties located within the official boundaries of
the Newport Army Ammunition Plant (Newport. AAP).

The survey included the

following tasks:

Copletion of doc wmntary research on the history of the
installation and its properties.

*

Completion of a field inventory of all properties at the
installation.

*

Preparation of a combined architectural, historical, and
technological overview for the installation.

Evaluation of historic properties and development of reccmnendations for preservation of these properties.

*i

Also ccmpleted as a part of the historic properties survey of the
installation, but not included in this report, are HABS/HAER Inventory

cards for 42 individual properties.
*

These cards, which constitute

HABS/HAER Documentation Level IV, will be provided to the Department of the
Army.

Archival copies of the cards, with their accompanying photographic

3

negatives, will be transmitted to the HABS/HAR collections at the Library
of Oongress.

The metYodology used to ccanlete these tasks is described in the following
section of this report.

METHODOLOGY

1.

Documentary Research

The Nercort Army Ammunition Plant (Newport AAP) was constructed during
1942-1943 as a goverrinent-owned, contractor-operated facility designed
to manu.acture the high explosive MDX and its related conpounds
Caopositions A, B, and C.

In addition to these major products, the

Newport AAP also manufactured i-rhe nitric acid used in RDX production,
and heavy water for nuclear research.

To place the Newport AAP in

proper historical and technological perspective, research was
conducted z.m the manufacturing processes employed at the installation.
Published dcumentary sources were identified by consulting standard
bibliographies of military history, engineering, and the applied
sciences.

Unpublished sources were identified by researching the

historical and teclnological archives of the U.S. Army Anrament,
Munitions, an-. Chemical Canmand (AMXct4) at Rock Island Arsenal. 1

A concerted effort was also made to locate published and unpublished
sources dealing specifically with the architecture and history of the
Newport AAP.

This site-specific research was conducted primarily at

4

the AMCOOM Historical Office at Rock Island Arsenal, the Vermillion
County Public Library in Newport, and the Newport AAP govermnent and
contractor archives.

Research was also conducted at the Holston Army

Ammunition Plant (HSAAP)

in Kingsport, Tennessee, the only other

RDX-manufactur. ng plant in the United States.

Information on the

HSAAP, often includiing information on Newport AAP, was obtained at the
Kingsport Public Library (Palmer RPcn), and the HSAAP (contractor's
archives, goverment administrative archives, real property records
office, facilities engineer's office).

The Indiana State Historic

Preservation Office (State Departnent of Natural Resources, Division
of Historic Preservation and Archaeology) was contacted for
information about the Newport AAP, but had rn relevant data. 2

Army records used for the field irventory included current Real
Property Inventory (RPI1)

printouts that listed all officially recorded

buildings and structures by facility classification and date of
construction; the installation's property record cards; base maps and
photographs supplied by installation personnel; and installation
master planning, archaeological, environmental assessment, and related

reports and docznens.

A canplete listing of this documentary

material may be found in the bibliography.

2.

Field Inventory

Architectural and technological field surveys were conducted in
January 1984 by Robert Ferguson.

Following general discussions with

Captain Craig Nbrehead, and Bill Walters and Jerry Kovarik of the

5

government staff, and Dave Rader of the Uniroyal, Inc. staff, the
surveyor was provided with an escort for a tour of the installation.
Mary Aycock of the Uniroyal, Inc. staff served as guide.

Thereafter,

the surveyor was permitted to inspect most areas of the installation
on an unescorted basis.

Ms. Aycock again accompanied the surveyor to

the Wells Area on the Wabash River, the Coast Guard LORAN station, and
the barn (Building TIC-99) on State Highway 63. all within the
boundaries of Newport AAP but outside the fenced producticn and
storage areas.

Inspection and photography of the "High Security Area"

in the Chneical Plant (including Building 144, the Agent Storage Area,
and the Flare Tboer) was prohibited (see Appendix A).

Field inventory procedures were based on the HABS/HAER Guidelines for
Inventories of Historic Buildings and Engineering and Industrial
Structures.2

All areas and properties were visually surveyed.

Building locations and approximate dates of construction were noted
from the installation's property records and field-verified.

Interior

surveys were made of the major facilities to permit adequate
evaluation of architectural features, building technology, and
production equipnent.

Field inventory, forms were prepared for, and black and white 35 mn
photographs taken of all buildings and structures through 1945 except
basic utilitarian structures of no architectural, historical, or
technological interest.

When groups of similar ("prototypical")

buildings were found, one field form was normally prepared to
represent all buildings of that type.

6

Field inventory forms were also

3
canpleted for representative post-1945 buildings and structures.
Information collected on the field forms ws later evaluated,
condensed, and transferred to HABS/HAR Inventory cards.

3.

Historical Overview

A caobined architectural, historical, and technological overview was
prepared fraa information developed fran the documentary research and
the field inventory.

It

.as written in two partz:

1) an introductory

description of the installation, and 2) a history of the installation
by periods o' developnent, beginning with pre-m-ilitary land uses.
Maps and photographs were selected to supplement the text as
appropriate.

The objectives of the overview were to 1) establish the periods of
major construction at the installation, 2) identily important events
and individuals associated with specific historic properties, 3)
describe patterns and locationLs of historic property types, and 4)
analyme specific building and industrial technologies enployed at the
installation.

4.

Property Evaluation and Preservation Measures

based on information developed in the historical overviews, properties
were first evaluated for historical sicnificance in accordance with
the eligibility criteria for nrmination to the National Register of
Historic Places.

These criteria require that eligible properties

7

0
possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association, and that they meet one or more
of the following:

A.

4

Are associated with events that bave made a significant
contribution to the bioad patterns of our history.

B.

Are associated with the lives of persons significant in the
nation s past.

C.

Embcdy the distirnctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction, represent the work of a master,
possess high artistic values, or represent a significant and
distinguis-Ihable entity whose canponents may lack individual
distinction.

D.

Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in pre-history or history.
4.

Properties thus evaluated %ere further assessed for placement in one
of five Army historic property categories as described in Army
Regulation 420-40%5

'

¶

P
Category I

Properties of major importance.".

Category II

Properties of importance

Category III

Properties of minor importance

Category IV

Properties of little or no importance

-

'.

A',%.~'.%¶-'
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,Ctegory V

Properties detrinental to the significance
of adjacent historic properties.

Based on an extensive review of the architectural, historical, and
technological resources identified on DIACTM installations nationwide,
four criteria were developed to help determine the appropriate
categorization level for each Pxmy property.

These criteria were used

to assess the imkportance not only of properties of traditional
historical interest, but also of the vast number of standardized or
prototypical buildings, structures and production processes that were
built and put into service during World War II, as well as of
properties associated with many post-war technological achievenents.
The four criteria were often used in cambination and are as follows:

1)

Degree of imprtance as a work of architectural, engineering,
or industrial design.

This criterion took into account the

qualitative factors by which design is norrally judged:
artistic merit, workmanship, appropriate use of materials,
and functionality.

"2) Degree of rarity as a r2Laining example of a once widely used
architectural, engineering, or industrial design or process.
This criterion was applied primarily to the many standardized
or prototypical DXt4 buildings, structures, or industrial
processes.

The more widespread or influential the design or

process, the greater the importance of the remaining examples
of the design or process was considered to be.

9

This

criterion was also used for non-military structures such as
fanthOuses and other once prevalent building types.

3)

Degree of integrity or completeness.

This criterion canpared

the current condition, appearance, and function of a
building, structure, architectural a3semblage, or industrial
process to its original or most historically important
condition, appearance, and function.

Those properties that

were highly intact were generally considered of greater
"imortance than those that were not.

4)

Degree of association with an important person, program, or

event.

This criterion was used to examine the relationship

of a property to a farmus personage, wartime project, or
similar factor that lent the property special importance.

The majority of mpcoM properties were built just prior to or during
World War II, and special attention was given to their evaluation.

"¶Those that still remain do not often possess individual impoitance,
but collectively they represeont the rennants of a vast construction
undertaking whose architectural, historical, and technological
importance needed to be assessed before their nunbers diminished
further.

This assessment centered on an extensive review of the

military construction o4! the 1940-1945 period, and its contribution to
the history of World War II ana the post-war Army landscape.

10

Because technology has advanced so rapidly since the var, post-World
War II properties were also given attention.

These properties were

evaluated in terms of the nation's more recent accomplishments in
*'

weaponry, rocketry, electronics, and related technological and
scientific endeavors.

Thus the traditional definition of "historic"

as a property 50 or more years old %asnot germane in the assessment
*

of either World War II or post-war DARCxCM buildings and structures;
rathe:, the historic importance of all properties was evaluated as
ccmpletely as possible regardless of age.

Property designations by category are expected to be useful for
approximately ten years, after which all categorizations should be
reviewed and updated.

Following this categorization procedure, Category I, II, and III
historic properties were analyzed in terms of:

4.
Current structural condition and state of repair.
*.

This

information was taken fran the field inventory forms and
photographs, and was often supplemented by rechecking with
facilities engineering personnel.

The nature of possible future adverse impacts to the
property.
.,

This information was gathered frcn the

installation's master planning documents and rechecked with

facilities engineering personnel.

Based an the aba¢e considerations, the general preservation
reccmmendations presented in Chapter 3 for Categry I, II, and III
historic properties were developed.

Special preservation

recnomendations were created for individual properties as
circumstances required.

5.

Report Review

Prior to being completed in final form, this report was subjected to
an in-house review by Building Technology Incorporated.

It was then

sent in draft to the subject installation for comment and clearance
and, with its associated historical materials, to HABS/HAER staff for
technical review.

When the installation cleared the report,

additional draft copies were sent to DARCOtM, the appropriate State
Historic Preservation Officer, and, when requested, to the
archaeological contractor performing parallel work at the
installation.

The re.ort was revised based on all cacrants collected,

then published in final form.

NOES

1.

The following bibliographies of published sources were consulted:
Industrial A-ts Index, 1938-1957; Applied Science and Technology
Index, 1958-1980; Engineering Index, 1938-1983; Robin Higham, ed., A
Guide to the Sources of United States Military History (Hamrden, Conn.:
Archon Books, 1975); John E. Jessup and Robert W. Coakley, A Guide to

the Study and Use of Military History (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Govermnt Printing Office, 1979); "Military Installations," Public
Works History in the United States, eds., Suellen M. Hoy and Michael
C. Robinson (Nashville: American Association for State and Local
History, 1982), pp. 380-400.
AMCCCM (formerly ARFCCM, or U.S. Army
Armament Materiel Readiness Ccmmand) is the military agency
responsible for supervising the operation of govermnent-owned
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munititions plants; its headquarters are located at Rock Island
Arsenal, pRok Islarn, Illinois. Although there is no conprehensive
index to AmccXm archival holdings, the agency's microfiche collection
of unpublished reports is itemized in ARRCOM, Catalog of Common
Sources, Fiscal Year 1983, 2 vols. (no pl.: Historical Office,
AMCCOM, Rock Island Arsenal, n.d.).
2.

Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Ehgineering
Record, National Park Service, Guidelines for Inventories of Historic
_uildings and Engineering and Industrial Structures (unpublished
draft, 1982).

3.

Representative post-World War II buildings and structures were defined
as properties that were: (a) "representative" by virtue- of
construction type, architectural type, function, or a carbination of
these, (b) of obvious Category I, II, or III historic imbortance, or
(c) proninent on the installation by virtue of size, location, or
other distinctive feature.

4.

National Park Service, How to Oznilete National Register Forms
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Goverrnment Printing Office, January 1977).

5.

Army Regulation 420-40, Historic Preservation (Headquarters, U.S.
Army: Washington, D.C., 15 April 1984).
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Q-tapter 2
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

BZ•GROUND

The Newport Army Ammunition Plant (Newport AAP) is a gov

n-±t-owned,

contractor-operated installation situated on a 6,990-acre site near the
Wabash River, about two miles south of Newport, Indiana, and tairty-two
miles north of Terre Haute (Figure 1).

Oonstructed in 1942-1943 by the

original operating contractor, E. I. du Pont de Nenours & OP fny, Newort
AAP (then called the Wabash River Ordnance Works)* was the Zirst largescale
American plant to manufacture the military high explosive RPX and

"the RDX-based Ccnpositions A, B, and C. RDX, the most powerful explosive
known before the invention of nuclear weapons, had been developed in
England; Newport AAP used the British Woolwich production method with only

minor modifications.

The Woolwich method, howver, was extremely inef-

ficient, and the newly-developed Bachrann method soon rendered it obsolete.
Newport AAP operated throughout Wrld War II, but had less than one-fiLfth
the production capacity of the Hoilston MAP, America's only Bachrnann-method
plant, located at Kingsport, Tennessee.

In 1943-1944, du Pont added

facilities to Newport AAP to produce heavy water for nuclear research.

Laid ay

in late 1946, Newport AAP was reactivated in 1951 +-o produce RDX

for the Korean War; the Liberty Powder Defense Corporation, a subsidiary of
the Olin Corporation, rehabilitated and operated the plant.

The heavy

*The Wabash River Ordnance Works was ccmbined with the
Newport Army Chemical Plant, and renamed, in 1964.
For the
"sake of clarity and brevity, this report will use the
current name, Newport Army Anrwmition Plant.
14
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~water plant resumed production in 1952 under the operation of du Pont.
Both activities were suspended, and the plant laid awy, in 1957.

V

In 1959 tha Army constructed a facility at Newport AAP for the manufacture
of Chemical Agent VX, a nerve agent.2

The EC Corporation, the

"constructing and operating contractor, used part of the heavy water plant
in the new facility and demolished the rest.

Production began in 1961 and

ended in 1968, when the production facility was placed in standby status.

"Filling and shipping operations continued mtil 1969.

Five lines for the continuous production cf TNr, designed by du Pont, were
built between 1968 and 1973.
lines, and withdrew frao

Du Pont supervised the layawa', co' these

the plant, in 1975.
TM

Inc., has operated the plant in "standby

Since that ti-me, Uniroyal,

status. 3

Newport AAP currently comprises 339 buildings, 175 of which date from rhe
1

original construction period (Figure 2).

The RDX production lines were

demolished in the late 1970s; only part of the acid plant and a few service
-,•i

buildings remain.

WPLD WAR II

'S

In June 1940, shortly after the fall of France,

President Franklin D.

Roosevelt established the National Defense Research Committee (NDRC)

,8

to

ocbilize the nation's academic community for "research on the mechanisms

%'.

"and devices of warfare."
."S.

In time, the NDRC would sponsor hundreds of

research projects that ran the gamut from amphibious vehicles to rocket
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propellants.

Initially, however, it focused its attention on promising new

technologies developed by the British in the area of high explosives 4

Daring the 1930s, British stategists had learned that German submarine
hulls were being strengthened to withstand anything short of a direct hit
by a conventional TNr-loaded depth charge.

To counter the U-boat threat,

the British Admiralty began seeking a more effective explosive, and its
first choice was cyclonite.

Discovered as early as 1899, cyclolite was

known to be abnost twice as powerful as TNr -

but also several times more

sensitive to shock, which prohibited its use in conventional ordnance.

By

the late 1930s, however, British scientists at the Armament Research
Department at Woolwich Arsenal had determined that cyclonite could be
sufficiently desensitized by combining it with wax, plasticizing oils, or
T=T.

As a security measure, the British rechristened cyclonite "Research

Department Explosive," or RDX.

And with a similar flair for anonymity,

they chose the name "Cznposition B" for the desensitized mixture of 60% RDX
and 40% TNr that was to be widely used in Allied naval ordnance during
World War II.-

The RDX production method deve".oped at Woolwich Arsenal, and first emplo 'ed
on a large scale at Bridgewater, England, in the summer of 1941, involved a
simple batch -rocess for the nitration of hexamine by concentrated nitric
acid.

Calling for eleven pounds oE strong nitric acid for every pound of

RDX produced, the Wolwich method required the construction of an enormous,
on-site nitric-acid works, which made the process extremely expensive to
implement and operate.

Under NDRC direction, several laboratories were at

work on alternatives to the W'oolwich method by early 1941.

18

But new

supplies of RFX were needed iumediately.

1he British, unable to expand

their manufacturing capacity because of German babbing, persuaded the
United States to produce the explosive.
Army stuck with the proven method:

To save valuable time, the U.S.

the contract for an RIX manufacturing

plant near Newort, Indiana, stipulated that the Woolwich method and
equipment be duplicated exactly.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Caipany, of

Wilmington, Delaware, already working with the Woolwich method on a pilot
line, signed the contract to build and operate the new plant on 13 December
1941.6

Site Selection and Ftnier Land Use

The first, and, at the time, the only REXC plant in the United States,
Newport AAP was part of a• network of more than 60 munitions plants built by
the Army at the onset of World War I!.

The Army Ordnance Department began

to search for sites in April 1941, using criteria that included:
(1) availability of suitable labor without requiring major
housing projects,
(2) proximity to a main railroad line;
(3) availability of adequate electric power;
(4) ample supply of water for prccessL-ng;
(5) availability of extended, isolated tracts for explosives
manufacturing and storage;
(6) a location at least 200 miles fran coastal waters and
international borders as a defense against enemy
attack. 7

19

The Newport site satisfied these criteria.

The depression of the 1930s had

idled a large coal-industry lab'or force in the surrounding area, including
Terre Haute, Indiana, and Danville, Illinois.

The Chicago & Eastern

Illinois Railroad was easily accessible, and the Army purchased a tz "ict of
land on the nearby Wabash River to provide the large amouats of water
needed. 8

The goverrmient acquired 21,986 acres from 62 landowners; most of the land
had been used for faxming.

9

The 66 clusters of buildings standing at the
10
time included six ceaeteries and one church.
At present, the cemeteries,
including one said to date fran 1810, 11 are mauintained by Newport AAP.
the original buildings, only three remain today.

Of

A "ood-frame barn

(Building M-99), visible fran State Highway 63, stp-nds near t)'i, eastern
b1undary of the plant.

Near the western boundary, between the two loading

docks (Buildings VG-137/138 and VG-139/1..O) on Loading Dock Road, is a
small (ca. 12' square) building that may have been a milk house or ice
house.

Its brick cavity walls are covered with stucco inside and out, and

the pyramidal, 'tcd-shingled rcof is surnmunted by a brick chimney that may
have been used for ventilation rather than swoke exhaust.
are in poor condition.

Both buildings

Building H-505, outside the fenced ocnpound but

just inside the western boundary of Newport AAP, is a one-and-one-half
story brick house, currently used by the Coast Guard in connection with
their LORAN (caomunications) station nearby.
from the 1920s, and is in good condition.

The house appears to date

None of these buildings are

architecturally unusual or historically notable.

-~~
-- ......
~~~
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Construction

The atmosphere of urgency surrounding PRX-production research carried over
to the construction of Newport AAP.
time to vacate --

Althougb former landowners were given

ii sone c&aes 60 days -- District Court orders -ave the

govermnent ".mediate possession of the land, and construction began on 12
January 1942.12

Work progressed quick.Ly:

the Aministration Building

(Building 703) was ready for occupancy in mid-March, and by May the project
13
was reported as 10 percent ahead of schedule.
The first production took
place on 20 July 1942, Just after the 18-month schedule set b, the
4
co1
contract.1

Because of the large xmount of acid required by the Wol.wich method, the
Nitric Acid Plant at Newport AAP %as the largest in the world at the tine
of construction 1 5 (Figure 3).

To provide the great volume of water

required by the process, six Ranney Wells were built on the Wabash River
land (Figure 4).

Ihese wells used a system of lateral collection pipes,

branching fran the main caissons into the surrounding aquifer, to allow the
"ftllest utilization of the available grrxndwater.' 16 The acid and RDX
lines started pr-luction in October 1942, and by August 1943 the entire
plant was in operation.17

in addition to the Administration, Acid, and RVX

facilities, the plant included a Power House (Building 401A),

shops,

various inert storage warehouses, and two magazine areas, with
approximately 100 "Richmond" Magazines (Figure 5).

Work on a smokeless rowder area began in July 1942, but was stopped in
April 1943; the project was revived,

_nd cancelled again, in 1945.18
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Figure 3:

mom =

RDX kcid Area, view looking east from 11th Street.
(Source: Field inventory photograph, Robert Ferguson,
MacDonald and Mack Partnership, 1984)
A.

Power House (Building 401A).

B.

Azononia Oxidation Plant (Building 302A) .

C.

Sulfuric Acid Concentrator (Buildjnq 308A).

D.

Niti ic Acid Concentrator (Building 303A) .
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View looking southeast of Building 404-B, one of six
Ranney Weklls built near the Wabash River to supply water
for Newport MAP. (Source: Field inventory photoigraph,
Robert Ferguson, MacDonald and mack Partnership, 1984)
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Figure 5:

Richmond Magazine (Building 15), north and west facades.
"(Source: Field inventory photograph, Robert Ferguson,
"MacDonald and Mack Partnership, 1984)
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of concrete explosion salls, referred to as "the Bookends" (Figure 6),
still stand in a field between the Inert Storage Area and the new TNT Plant
Area.

Another addition to the plant was a heavy water manufacturing facility,
.

built by du Pont in the present Chemical Plant Area, in 1943-1944.

This

"Wa3 one of three similar distillation plants built at the same time to
supply heavy water for the Manhattan Project's nuclear fission research.

"Located at ordnance works with excess steam capacity (the other two were
I'Morgantown, West Virginia, and Alabama),

the heavy water plants shared the

Manhattan Project's thick blanket of secrecy.

Writing in 1943, the Newport

AAP historian could say only that a "fairly substantial" addition to the
plant was under construction:
started."

"nothing is known about it except that it is

9

Because sane building materials, including steel, were scarce during the
war, many buildings at Newport AAP were framed in wood and covered with

"corrugated asbestos (transite) or corrugated metal (Figure 7).

Where

greater bearing strength or fire-resistant qualities were necessary, poured
concrete slab, concrete-frame, or steel-frame construction was used, wi
structural clay tile or brick infili (Figure 10).
buildings %es strictly utilitarian.

*2

S~25

The architecture of the

it

Figure 6:

"The Bookends" were built in 1942 as part of a projected
Smokeless Powder Area.
(Source: Field inventory
photograph, Robert Ferguson, hacDonald and Mack
Partnership, 1984)
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Technologyv

"Of the two basic raw materials needed for the manufacture of RDX, Newport
AAP purchased hexamine ("a common . . . chemical made by reacting
formaldehyde and ammonia" 20) frcn outside suppliers, but produced its own
nitric acid in the vast facility that one observer called "a nitric-acidplant dog with a PZX-plant tail ""21 Cnly its size ws unique; the process
embodied standard technology developed by du Pont in the mid-1920s.

In

this process, liquid ammnnia was vaporized and mixed with heated canpressed
air in the presence of a platinum catalyst to form nitrogen oxides.

The

nitrogen canpounds were then further oxidized with air and fed into an
absorption tower, where they caobined with water to form 60% nitric acid.
1The oxidation and absorpton processes took place in Building 302A22 (Figure
S~8).

'The manufacture of RDX required highly concentrated nitric acid.

To

achieve this level of concentration, the Newport AAP used the time-honored
technique of concentrating the 60% nitric acid by dehydrating it with
sulfuric acid.
303A (Figure 9).

This process occurred in dehydration towers at Building
The spent sulfuric acid, now diluted with water, was

collected in concentrator druns at Building 308A (Figure 10), where it was
dehydrated by blasts of hot gases fran oil-fired furnaces.

The recon-

centrated sulfuric acid ý.-s then ready to be recycled in the nitric auid

"operation.23

The production of RDX itself was a fairly simple process, beginning with
the mixing of hexamine and 98.5

-

99.5% nitric acid in a nitrator under

28

Figure 8:
V4

S29

Ammonia Oxidation Plant (Building 302A), north and west
facades. (Source: Field inventory photograph, Robert
Ferguson, MacDonald and Mack Partnership, 1984)

II
!.. .,.

Figure 9:

. =.

--

Nitric Acid Concentrator (Building 303A) south and east
facades.
(Source:
Field inventory photograph, Robert
Ferguson, MacDonald and Mack Partnership, 1984)
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Sulfuric Acid Concentrator (Building 308A), south and
east facades. (Source: Field inventory photograph,
Robert Ferguson, MacDonald and Mack Partnership, 1984)
First level: monolithic concrete.
frame, brick infill. Third level:
wood tanks.
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Second level: steel
steel-reinforced

continuous agitation and cooling.

The crude RDX was stabilized by drowning

and further refined through a series of boiling, millirq, and filtering
steps.

Nitrous fumes given off at the stabilization stage were collected

and drawn through a series of absorption towers to recover 60% nitric acid
24
for reconcentration in the acid area.

The crystallized RDX was then ready for incorporation into various
compounds that, unlike the pure product, could be handled, shipped, and
loaded safely.

Canposition A, a blend of RDX and wax, was used to load

small artillery shells; Composition C was moldable plastic explosive.
Composition B, 60% RDX and 40% TNT, was by far the most important -

during

the last part of 1944, Newport and Holston AAPs together were producing
50,000,000 lbs. of Ccnposition B per month, compared wich 1,200,000 lbs. of
Composition C and 250,000 lbs. of Canposition A.2 5

Even while Newport AAP was under construction, research directed to finding
an alternative to the cumbersome and expensive Woolwich method was beginning to bear fruit.

Early in 1941, Werner E. Bachmann, an organic chemist

at the University of Michigan, developed a process that greatly reduced the
nitric acid requirement and increased the RDX yield.

Introducing the

Bachmann method in 1942, the Holston Ordnance Works at Kingsport, Tennessee
attained nearly six times Newport's production capacity.

Although improve-

ments by du Pont eventually reduced the cost of Newport's RDX to
approximately that of Holston' s, the Bachmann method's productivity and far
lowr plant cost rendered the Newport RDX plant obsolete .26

32

Because it was the only plant capable of producing Oimpositions A and C,
Newport AAP remained active, turning out 12% of national RFX production
through the end of World War II.

The plant also became the primary pro-

ducer of HBX, a further desensitized form of the Cciposition B/aluninum,
powder "Tobrpex" used by the Navy.

These specialized capabilities placed

Newport AAP in the "nucleus group" of explosives plants not declared excess
after V-J Day.

Du Pont placed the plant, including the Heavy Water Plant,

in layaway, and turned it over to the goverrinent on 23 November 1946.

The

Army Ordnance Corps maintained the plant and sold off various tracts of
land, including thiree of the six Ranney Wells, reducing the area to 6,990
acres. 27

KOREAN WAR TO THE PRESENVT

The Army reactivated Newport AAP in 1951 to produce explosives for the
Korean War.

The Liberty Powder Defense Corporation, a subsidiary of Olin

Corporation, operated the plant, after rehabilitating several production
lines and parts of the Acid Area.

Products included RDX and Canpositions

A, C, and D, a desensitizer also produced in small amounts during World War
II.

The Heavy Water Plant was also reactivated and renamed the Dana Plant,

U.S. Atcmic Energy Ccnlission.
production in May 1952.

Buildings 203,

Under the operation of du Pont, it

began

Du Pont built several warehouses (including

710, 713, 715, 716, 717, 729) and autninistrative and service

buildings (including Buildings 101, 701, 703, 705, 707) at this time.
the RDX and the Reavy Water facilities were laid away in 1957.28

33

Both

In 1959 the Army selected Newport AAP as the site for a new plant to
manufacture Chemical Agent VX, a nerve ag~Mt.

The FMC Corporation of New

York built the plant on the site of the old Heavy Water Plant, using some
of the existing distillation towers and demolishing the rest of the
buildings.

Operated by FMC, the Newport Chemical Plant (major buildings

included Buildings 140, 143, 144, 145) was in production frin April 1961 to
June 19G8.

The production area was laid away in September 1968; filling
29
and shipping operations continued until 1969.

In 1968, du Pont was awarded a contract to design facilities for continuous
TNT production.
to 11 lines.

Plans called for a five-line plant that could be expanded

Fegles Construction Company,

construction in September 1968.

inc./C&I Girdler, Inc., began

The completed facility consisted of an

Acid Area (major buildings included the Annonia Oxidation Plant, Building
3023, and the Nitric Acid Concentrator, Building 3221), a Power Area
(including the Power House, Building 4011), and a Manufacturing Area
(including Nitration and Purification Buildings, Buildings 9511-9515
Figure 11, and Finishing Buildings, Buildings 9611-9615).

/

A Red Water

Handling Area, designed to treat TWT-contaminated waste water, was centered
around the Red Water Destruction Facility (Building 9915 / Figure 12).

The

plant produced TNT between May 1973 and April 1974, and was then laid away
by du Pont.

30

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, which had absorbed Liberty Powder
Defense Corporation, continued to maintain the RDX plant in layaway until
the end of 1964.
demolished.

In the late 1970s, most of the RDX facilities were

Of these facilities, only the Aummnia Oxidation Plant

34

Figure 11:

Nitration and Purification Building (Building 9515),
north and east facades. The building is earth-

sheltered7 the above-ground concrete block struictures
are service buildings.
(Source: Field inven'-ory
photograph, Robert Ferguson, MacDonald and Mack
Partnership, 1984)
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Figure 12:

Red Water Destruction Facility (Building 9915), view
looking northwest.
(Source: Fiexd inventcry
photograph, Robert Ferguson, MacDonald and Mack
Partnership, 1984)
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(Building 302A),

the Nitric Acid Orncentrator (Building 303A), the Sulfuric

Acid Concentrator (Building 308A),

the Power House (Building 401A), and

s -ver 1.utiliLy and storage buildings renain in 1984.

Uniroyal,

Inc., of

Naugatuck, Connecticut, has been the operating contractor since 1 July
1975.31
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Chapter 3
PRESERVATION R4EBMMM•DTIONS

Army Regulation 420-40 requires that an historic preservation plan be
developed as an integral part of each installation's planning and

"long-range maintenance and development scheduling.

The purpose of such a

program is to:

Preserve historic properties to reflect the Army's role in
history and its continuing concern for the protection of the
nation' s heritage.
*

Implement historic preservation projects as an integral part
of the installation's maintenance and construction programs.

SFind adaptive uses for historic properties in order to
maintain them as actively used facilities on the
installation.
*

Eliminate damage or destruction due to improper maintenance,
repair, or use that may alter or destroy the significant

elements of any property.
..

Enhance the most historically significant areas of the
installation through appropriate landscaping and
conservation.

STo meet these overall preservation objectives, the general preservation
recommendations set forth below have been developed:

"Category I Historic Properties

All Category I historic properties not currently listed on or rcinnated to
the National Register of Historic Places are assumed to be eligible for
40

.

rnomination regardless of age.

The following general preservation

recommendations apply to these properties:

a)

Each Category I historic property should be treated as if it
were on the National Register, whether listed or not.
Properties not currently listed should be ncminated.
Category I historic properties should not be altered or
demolished.

All work on such properties shall be performed

in accordance with Sections 106 and 110(f) of the National
Historic Preservation Act as amended in 1980, and the
regulations of the Advisory Council for Historic Preservation

"(AXHP) as outlined in the "Protection of Historic and
Cultural Properties" (36 CR 800).

b)

An individual preservation plan should be developed and put
into effect for each Category I historic property.

This plan

should delineate the appropriate restoration or preservation
program to be carried out for the property.

It should

include a maintenance and rerair schedule and estimated
initial and annual costs.

The preservation plan should be

approved by the State Historic Preservation officer and the
Advisory Council in accordance with the above-referenced ACHP
regulation.

Until the historic preservation plan is put into

effect, Category I historic properties should be maintained

"in accordance with the reccmnended approaches of the
Secretary of Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and

41

Revised Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings

2

and

"inconsultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer.

c)

Each Category I historic property should be doctunented in
accordance with Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic
"American Engineering Record (HABS/HAER)
II,

Documentation Level

and the documentation subritted for inclusion in the

HABS/HA

collections in the Library of Congress.3

When no

adequate architectural drawings exist for a Category I
,N

historic property, it

should be docunented in accordance with

XDocumentation Level I of these standards.

In cases where

standard measured drawings are trable to re-orc

si.gnificant

features of a property or technological process, interpretive
drawings also should be prepared.

Category II Historic Properties

All Category II historic properties not currently listed on or rnminated to
the National Register of Historic Places are assured to be eligible for
,nomination regardless of age.

The following general preservation

"recoimmendations apply to these properties:

a)

Fach Category II historic property should be treated as if
wer* on the Natioaal Register, whether listed or not.
Properties not currently listed should be ncminated.
CategojyII historic properties should not be altered or
demnoished.

All work on such properties shall be performed
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it

in accordance with Sections 106 and 110(f) of the National
Historic Preservation Act as amended in 1980, and the
regulations of the Advisory Council for Historic Preservation
(ACHP) as outlined in the "Protection of Historic and
Cultural Properties" (36 CFR EO).

b)

An individual preservation plan should be developed and put
into effect for each Category II historic property.

This

plan should delineate the appropriate preservation or
rehabilitation program to be carried out for the property or
for those parts of the property which contribute to its
historical, architectural, or technological importance.

It

should include a maintenance and repair schedule and
estimated initial and annual costs.

The preservation plan

should be approved by the State Historic Preservation Officer
and the Advisory Council in accordance with the
above-referenced ACHP regulations.

Until the historic

preservation plan is put into effect, Category II historic
properties should be maintained in accordance with the
recommended approaches in the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation and Revised Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Build.,.s

4

and in consultation with

the State Historic Preservation Officer.

c)

Each Category II historic property should be documented in
accordance with Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic
American Engineering Record (HABS/HAER)
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Documentation Level

II,

and the documentation submitted for inclusion in the

5
HABS/HAER collections in the Library of Congress.

Category III Historic Properties

The following preservation reccmrendations apply to category III 'historic
properties:

a)

Category III historic properties listed on or eligible for
nanination to the National Register as part of a district or
thematic group should be trea-ed in accordance with Sections
106 and 110(f) of the National Historic Preservation Act as
amended in 1980, and the regulations of the Advisory Council
for Historic Preservation as outlined in the "Protection of
Historic and Cultural Properties" (36 CFR 800).

Such proper-

"ties should not be demolished and their facades, or those
"partsof the property that contribute to the historical
landscape, should be protected from major modifications.

"Preservation plans should be developed for groupings of
Category III historic properties within a district or
thematic group.

The scope of these plans should be limited

to those parts of each property that contribute to the
district or group's importance.

Until such plans are put

into effect, these properties should be maintained in
accordance witn the recaonended approaches in the Secretary
of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Revised
4
J'
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Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings6 and in
consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer.

b)

Category III historic properties not listed on or eligible
for nanination to the National Register as part of a district
or thematic group should receive routine maintenance.

Such

properties should not be demolished, and their facades, or

N

those parts of the property that contribute to the historical
landscape, should be protected from modification.

If the

properties are unoccupied, they should, as a minimtum, be
maintained in stable condition and prevented from
deteriorating.

Shistoric

PABS/HAMER Documentation Level IV has been completed for all Category III
properties, and no additional documentation is required as low as
they are not endangered.

Category III historic properties that are

endangered for operational or other reasons should be docunented in
accordance with HABS/HAER Docunentation Level III, and submitted for
'•

7

inclusion in the HABS/HAER collections in the Library of Congress.
Similar structures need only be documented once.

CATEGORY I HISTORIC PROPERTIES

There are no .. tegory I historic properties at the Newport Army Amnunition
Plant.
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CATEGORY II

There are no Category II

HISTORIC PROPERTIES

historic properties at the Newport Army Azmwnition

Plant.

CATEGORY III HISTORIC PROP2RTIES

There are no Category III historic properties at the Newport Anny
Anmunition Plant.
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APPENDIX A

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NEWPORT ARMY .MMUNITION

"R

PLANT

P.O. BOX 121
NEWPORT. INDIANA 47966

January 25,

198.

REPLY TO

"ATTENTION OV4
SMCNE-CO
SUBJECT:

DARCOM Historic Survey

Mr. Robert Ferguson
MacDonald and Mack Partnership
215 Grain Exchange Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415
Dear Mr. Ferguson:
Due to security requirements,
is

photographing of high security areas

not permitted at Newport AAP.
Sincerely,

Craig orehead
Captain, Ordnance Corps
Commanding
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